
A la Carte Pricing

   Jon McClain's Rate: $500 for 4 hours   
This is the base rate for our experienced DJ.

•Overtime Rate: $100 per hour

•Out of Town Travel: $100 per hour

•Dance Floor Lighting: $100

•Up-lighting: $150

•Ceremony Audio: $200

•Additional Speakers: $60 each

•Music Video DJ-ing: $300

•Social Photo Booth: $300



Wedding Packages

 Neat & Clean -  $550 
•DJ / MC Service (4 hours): $500

•Dance Lighting: $100

($50.00 savings)

      Luxury Entertainment  - $1000
•5 hours of DJ / MC Service: $600

•Dance Floor Lighting: $100

•Uplighting: $150

CHOOSE EITHER:

Social Photo Booth or    Music Video DJing

  ($300)     ($300)

($150 savings)

    Evening Elegance  - $750 
•5 hours of DJ / MC Service: $600

•Dance Floor Lighting: $100

•Uplighting: $150

($100 savings)
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    Ceremony Add-On  - $250 

•Ceremony Audio: $200

-Time is in addition to other DJ services

•Additional Speakers x2: $120

-Officiant Lapel Microphone

($70 savings)



Jon McClain Biography

<Small Town / Big Party>
Jon McClain is from small town Saint Joseph, MO.

He has been DJing for 7+ years, and has the experience
of over 40+ weddings under his belt. He has a perfect
track record with his clients, has had multiple referrals
from happy clients, and would love for you to give him the
chance to make your special event amazing too.

 Jonathan willingly accommodates the musical tastes
of his clients, but also knows how to read the crowd and
provide a fun experience for all of your guests. Unlike most
imitation “DJ's” Jonathan actually mixes music on a DJ
controller to provide the most
fluid music experience. True DJ-ing will wow your guests with non-stop hits and dance 
grooves for their pleasure

Jon McClain regularly schedules private events and parties, MC's and organizes 
the entertainment for wedding celebrations, as well as keeping busy hosting his own 
black-light dance parties to improve the night-life scene of the city. He has experience 
on every level to make your event a streamlined BLAST for your guests.

Jon McClain fell into DJ-ing as a bit of happenstance. Post high school his thrill 
for the crowd turned him to the band scene, front-manning for a number of different 
bands. Throughout this process he acquired lots of musical equipment; then he hit the 
age of "Marriage". Everyone he knew, everywhere, just started to get married! His 
friends began to talk about how expensive weddings were, and how much DJs were 
charging. The cost of their mediocre services blew his mind.

"I could do a MUCH better job than those guys, and charge a lot  less!” 



Important Notes

DJ / MC Service: This time is for hours of non-stop music DJing / Event MCing. 
Setup/breakdown time is included in the pricing, but is not counted against your allotted time. 
The DJ will need access to the venue a minimum of two hours before the event to setup, and a 
minimum of one hour after the event to breakdown.

Assistant: It is very important that everything runs smoothly on your wedding day, as such Jon
McClain will employ an assistant for your event. The assistant is there to ensure an expedited  
setup/breakdown, and to assist the DJ in making everything run smoothly. The assistant will be 
dressed appropriately and will remain in the background of the event. 

Ceremony: The DJ will not be available for a dress rehearsal. 
If your ceremony is at a different location from the reception venue, then your ceremony music 
needs can not be met by this DJ service.
The Dj will require access to a  power source within 100 ft of the ceremony.

Thank you for considering 
Jon McClain Music LLC

Please reach out with any questions you
may have

jonmcclainmusic@gmail.com
(816) 248-2965
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